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WHO WE ARE

With expert solutions of remote
control public lighting we mean 
to facilitate efficient energy
management and to integrate a
wide range of systems and services 
supporting the Government,
companies and citizens.

To develop services and products 
which simplify the sharing of
information among users, suppliers,
manufacturers, the Authority, is 
our way to go. We aim to become
a top strategic player in the remote
control sector.

MISSION STRATEGY
Public lighting defines a wider 
context than just of the toponymy 
or the road system. Directly and 
indirectly are related to public lighting
certain needs, issues, solutions
which may be less or more “smart”.
Consequently, after some thoughtful
consideration we offer technical 
solutions with a positive environmental 
impact.

VISION

Born in 2015 as the merge of active companies focused on information technology, we are dedicated to the
production and development of advanced solutions for remote-control and remote-management within Smart City.
With an end-to-end approach based on proven technological competences and significant experience on the 
market, we support our clients both public and private, in the realization and management of efficiency projects 
for electrical systems.  
Our cutting-edge skills and competences are maintained and achieved thanks to our significant investment into 
R&D. The corporate tool allows us to meet the market needs efficiently, sustainably and to effectively manage data.  
In addition our system complies with the requirements of Industria 4.0



MARKET
OF REFERENCE
Nowadays the relevant market involves public lighting 
and building management, where the system grants 
a more efficient electrical management, enhancing its 
value. As to the public lighting, within the Government’s 
initiatives aimed at efficiency (spending review),
remote-control has become a requirement to participate 
in Consip, with the obligation to be compliant with 
the PELL system (Public Energy Living Lab) of Enea.
In the past years the European regulatory framework 
has acknowledged remote-control as an essential 
measurement and monitoring tool, also in building 
management. 
Reading of energy consumption, alarm systems’ 
control, valves and switches control, operating
information and communication to the Authority,
operators and users of water, gas, electricity
distribution network are some of the activities where 
remote-control highlights its value.

MARKET NUMBERS

• In Italy: 7.904 Municipalities, with 11 million streetlights,
potentially associated to the same number of point to
point devices, and over 250.000 remote-control devices
by electric panel.

• Worldwide: 308 million streetlights, of which only 28%
LED and 5% Smart. Northeast Group (www.northeast
-group.com) estimates the number of streetlights should
rise up to 21 million throughout 2020; where LED proportion
may be of 43% and Smart portion may rise around 11%.

With this scenario, up to date we manage:
• 100 Municipalities;
• 600.000 streetlights;
• 50 MW remote-control reading of energy consumption;
• 450 KW detected exogenous loads;
• over 4.500 remote-control devices in electric panels.

As Sidora, we have inherited the technological know-how 
and data archives of a company which had contracts on 
Light Service Consip1, 2 and Consip3, which also 
managed broadly over 200 municipalities, 75 million 
of Kwh consumption with about 7.000 remote-control 
devices, and over one million daily analyzed data.



ADVANCED REMOTE -CONTROL SYSTEMS
WHAT WE DO

E2E REMOTE-CONTROL PROJECT
We analyze, design, realize and manage advanced technological solutions for remote-control electrical panels. 
Our team of experts supports E2E projects following each activity, from the initial design and mapping out of 
the project, to the installation and maintenance of the system. R&E enables the engineering of cutting-edge 
technological systems and the development of a complete and modular reference data system.

DESIGNING, ENGINEERING AND MANUFACTURING
Years of experience in the public lighting sector, racing against significant players in the market and going head to 
head with continuous technologic evolution, has led our experts to create a product which is today considered a 
best practice over national territory. Thanks to the team of engineers and the internal Lab, we are able to engineer 
and manufacture advanced technological tools. 

IOT PLATFORMS FOR SMART CITY AND SMART BUILDING
Our IoT platform for Smart City and Smart Building is a system which guarantees energy audit functions by
gathering data, to support the decision making process of the various parties involved (Esco, Municipality, Authority, 
private companies, citizens). It provides a more efficient energy management, increasing the intrinsic value of the 
managed electric panel. With this level of technological integration, we interoperate with all the standard sensors 
in order to create systems focused on Smart Building and mainly on Smart City; it also ensures the management 
and monitoring of utility panels (water, gas and energy), environmental controls (air quality measurements), noise 
pollution, air conditioning, charging systems for electric mobility, video-surveillance and refrigeration systems. 



ADVANCED REMOTE -CONTROL SYSTEMS
HOW WE DO IT
ORGANIZATION
We adopt an entity-relationship method which foresees an organization, step-by-step process and defined 
roles, all with a predefined life cycle. .

CONTINUOUS RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
We are pioneers of remote-control and remote-management, with an info&tech background which leads us to 
continuous improvement, and to meet the market’s needs effectively and efficiently.

CUSTOMER-ORIENTED APPROAC
To meet the needs of the market, the IoT platform system is “open” and able to gather and integrate data of 
energetic nature -by environmental sensors-. This is possible because of the connection of about 250 different 
devices and/or sensors. To guarantee maximum flexibility of the system and the equipment, we are not dependent 
on any vendor. 



With a simple web interface, the user may see information and manage in a unified and transparent way, their 
set of systems, potentially consisting of products supplied by different vendors. The field devices may come 
from different vendors and still communicate with different protocols.

OUR INTEGRATED ECOSYSTEM

Independent devices: the SID7000 
family for the control of a single 
light (common in public lighting).

SMU processor: for remote-control 
advanced solutions’ implementation.

SCS processor: NBIOT product 
for electric panel control or its 
sections, with relays and Power 
Meter integrated.



The SDGi and SAMi infrastructures implement cloud computing technologies which adapt autonomously to 
the conditions of the system and by using distributed and redundant systems, ensure that no data is lost no 
matter how big the net of the various devices.

OUR INTEGRATED ECOSYSTEM

The modular reception infrastructure
SDGi (Sidora Digital Gathering
Infrastructure): to communicate
with processors and devices

SAMi framework (Sidora Application 
Management infrastructure): with 
which management applications are 
implemented, including the monitoring 
and management dashboard.



INFORMATION SYSTEMS
One of our main focus areas is software development. It has led us to create an autonomous and advanced information 
system, using open source technologies with the highest professional standards on safety and regulation. 

RELIABILITY
Our reference technologies have been adopted only after an accurate analysis of reliability and relevance. They have 
been created applying the existing technology (learned from mayor Internet players) to the over 20 years´ experience 
in project development and delivery of Spring Apps in the Enterprise context. 
This has led to the realization of, among others:  
• applicative microservices, to simplify logical management;
• containers, to manage dynamically the system’s response;
• NoSQL database, distributed to streamline writing operations; 
• advanced logging tools, to perform Big Data analysis.

SAFETY
System security involves the whole company. Besides technological solutions, such as TLS, JWT, SNMP, IDS, clustering, 
backup, aimed to safeguard integrity, accuracy and authenticity of information, there have been adopted procedures in 
the respect of regulations concerning privacy and the responsibilities under the GDPR.

OUR SYSTEM



INTEGRATION
Microservices architecture simplifies the integration between a third-party system and the usage of open source 
technologies, facilitating the direct access to information.

MODULARITY
Our platform, as a function of application field (public lighting, building management, among others.) is composed 
by various application modules which manage: the different components communication interfaces, the transmission 
and reception of system data, costumers’ personal data as well as users and the related parameters, alarms, faults 
and restoration; it also adds and elaborates data so to support the clients in their decision making process.

COMPETENCES
With highly specialized professional profiles such as design engineers, developers, system engineers, programmers 
and operators, we are structured under three units: Research & Development, HW/FW/SW, Maintenance SW and 
Operations. Sharing development, testing and field practice environments we adopt continuous integration practices, 
continuous deployment, safety and life cycle management.

EXPERIENCE
This system is the result of the consolidation of experience acquired through the design and management of 
remote-control services as well as systems and complex IT projects developed within the Enterprise context. 
Together with the IT network, we have been managing remote-control for over fifteen years and are today among 
the top market players, setting a high standard for this sector.

OUR SYSTEM



ADDED VALUE OF OUR SERVICES
DASHBOARD SAMi
SAMi is our cloud software dedicated to data management, needed and essential for data collection from field 
(SMU or SAMi sensors). It allows for unified management of the equipment with graphic representations, reports, 
alarms, as well as the remote management of actions (e.g On/Off).

TAILOR-MADE PROJECTS
We provide customers with our IT experience and competences identifying the best solution to every single issue 
in an E2E project. Remote-control, remote-management and data analysis projects are managed actively, under the 
Agile method (through the close collaboration of R&D and the costumer) or Waterfall method (completely developed 
project, led and executed by us).

CONTROL ROOM
Our qualified operators are constantly monitoring and supporting real-time management of the panels’ energy 
performance, as well as overseeing the ticketing system, which favors timely reporting of anomalies to the
installation operator. This activity maximizes the value of the implant through a proper load management agreed 
with the costumer and minimizes ordinary and extraordinary maintenance costs.



ADDED VALUE OF OUR SERVICES
CALL CENTER
We provide our customers a 24/7 qualified service with a day operator and a night autoresponder.  Our call center 
supports you on real time hardware and software issues regarding the area and end-users. If available, it is possible 
to tie the service to the customer’s toll-free number.

INSTALLATION
Our qualified personal is available for installation services of panel processors and/or point-to-point. Provision is 
also made for the training ad hoc regarding autonomous management of the installation. An additional available 
service is the recertification of the panel after the processor installation.

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS
We develop vertical applications under client’s request, as a means of meeting the market’s needs with Off the 
Shelf e Saas.
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